
H2H Confirmation Program at Messiah Lutheran 
Church 

 

What is H2H? What happens at confirmation? 

H2H has been in Messiah for five years now. It is slowly developing a focus and a 
direction that seems to be working for confirmation families at Messiah. Here is a 
little description and history to help you and your family see that it is not just a 
program for teens. 

H2H stands for Head to the Heart. H2H heads to the heart of Bible verses and 
real life issues. It delves into the Word of God through many media sources and 
appeals to the youth’s way of thinking.  Confirmation is a stepping stone in the 
church not a graduation from the church. Young people in H2H develop 
friendships within the group and gain a sense of belonging and service by 
working together for others, discussing issues, praying for each other, and talking 
about who they really are. 

Sounds good right? But what is different about H2H from traditional 
confirmation programs, and how did it start? 

The creators of Faithink initially asked how can the church best help families 
wade through the mine field of adolescence and give them a strong faith 
foundation. How can the church help families see church as a warm, welcoming 
place into which they feel comfortable coming? And has the traditional way of 
doing confirmation been successful? 



The creators of Faithink thought not - so, after fifteen years of field research and 
a desire to redesign the adolescent confirmation process they came up with 
Faithinkubators. 

“We knew that adolescence was perhaps the worst moment to attempt to dump 
doctrine into a child’s head, and that lecture was perhaps the least effective 
method of dumping it. We also knew that ending the academic “sit still while I 
instill” confirmation classroom model led by the traditional seminary-trained 
“sage on the stage” wouldn’t die easily. It had too much history. What we didn’t 
realize when we targeted adolescent confirmation – and Homer Simpson would 
give us a big “doh” for not seeing it – was the fact that faith incubation was a 
process. It cannot, and normally will not, magically happen in the two or three 
years of a hormonally challenged teenager’s life.” 
– Pastor Rich Melheim (Creator of Faithinkubators) 

Parents Are the Key 

“Love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all 
your strength. Never forget these commands that I am giving you today. Teach 
them to your children. Repeat them when you are at home and when you 
are away, when you are resting and when you are working. “ – Deuteronomy 
6:1-8 

“The most significant religious influences in a teen’s life are Mom and 
Dad. They are two to three times more influential than any church program. The 
role of the church is to be a life-long partner, not a drop off centre or replacement 
for a family’s responsibilities.  The role of the church is to be a place that will help 
families know the story of Christ and what it means to be a Christian so that 
family members can tell the story and be the story in the context of their own 
homes. When a church-intentionally or not- assumes a family’s responsibilities in 
the arena of spiritually nurturing children, it fosters an unhealthy dependence 
upon the church to relieve the family of its biblical responsibility. “ 
- George Barna   ‘ Transforming Children Into Spiritual Champions’ 

Seeing faith walked out at home hits the heart more than one or two 
hours at church. This way of doing confirmation gives families faith practices 
they can use at home to nurture their youths’ faith and strengthen the family, as 
well as giving parents  opportunities to be part of the scene at H2H events. 
“When children hit 13 in our society, the raw time spent in communication 
between kids and parents diminishes significantly. We want to grow faith talk 
and family communication into something normal and natural, that it kicks into 
high gear during adolescence rather than bottoming out.” - Pastor Rich Melheim, 
Faithinkubators 



“You can leave a program but it’s harder to leave your friends. The relationships 
that are built in the three years during H2H is, I’m hoping, the glue that keeps 
youth wanting to come back. That has been one of the primary goals of H2H 
these past four years. Also, the design of the program which switches from games, 
to prayer, to discussion, to provoking thought, to reading scripture, to music, to 
video, to relating with others, to listening to others, and serving with others, I feel 
has been a successful way in reaching youth and caterers to the way youth think 
and respond. The combination of learning about God in a variety of ways and 
building friendships at the same time, is in my opinion, powerful.” – Brenda 
Mintzler, former Youth Leader in Messiah Lutheran Church 

We’re all at different places in our faith journey. Confirmation is just one place 
where families can focus on their relationship to God and each other. 

So, relax, and let’s let God take the lead and help us live our lives so that it leaves 
Him speechless! 

(To find out more about Faithinkubators go to www.faithink.com)  



 

Head to the Heart Lesson List 
 

Living Lutheran   Living Faith  Living Scripture 

Luther and the Small Catechism The Ten Commandments The Old Testament 

The Apostles’ Creed   The Lord’s Prayer  The Life of Jesus 

Lutheran Life   Hot Topics   The New Testament 

 

Each Lesson Topic (ex. Luther and the Small Catechism) has ten lessons 
included.  The H2H year covers two of these topics and due to the number of 
confirmation classes held, about seventeen or eighteen lessons are taught per 
year.  

This winter, 2013-2014, we will study The Life of Jesus and Hot Topics. 

 

 

 

	  


